Chromatin of Trypanosoma cruzi: in situ analysis revealed its unusual structure and nuclear organization.
Chromatin of Trypanosoma cruzi is known to be organized in classical nucleosomal filaments, but surprisingly, these filaments do not fold in visible chromosomes and the nuclear envelope is preserved during cell division. Our hypothesis about the role of chromatin structure in regulating gene expression and, more generally, cell functioning, pressed us to verify if chromatin organization is modulated during the parasite life-cycle. To this end, we analyzed in situ the fine structural organization of T. cruzi chromatin by means of an integrated biophysical approach, using differential scanning calorimetry and fluorescence microscopy. We observed that logarithmic forms exhibit a less condensed chromatin with respect to the stationary ones. Thermal analysis revealed that parasite chromatin is organized in three main levels of condensation, barring from the polynucleosomal filament till to superstructured fibers. Besides, the fluorescence images of nuclei showed a characteristic chromatin distribution, with defined domains localized near to the nuclear envelope. While in stationary parasites, these regions are highly condensed, in logarithmic forms they unfold by extending themselves toward the center of nucleus. These observations suggest that, in comparison with higher eukaryotes, in T. cruzi the nuclear envelope plays an unusual and pivotal role in interphase and in mitosis.